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+ VOICE COMMUNICATIONS

The next-generation voice and data features of Electric Lightwave's SIP 
Solutions offer the following benefits:

• Lower Costs – Place more calls over the same bandwidth without 
additional circuits.

• Business Continuity – You can automatically reroute your 
numbers to a secondary location in case of site failure, ensuring 
uninterrupted communications.

• Expanded Presence – Move into new markets without expensive 
equipment costs and use local numbers nationwide.

• Simplified Service – Save time and money by servicing remote 
locations from a centralized PBX.

• Scalable Bandwidth – Support speeds from 1.5 Mbps up to 1 
Gbps to meet your current and future bandwidth demands.

Standard Features
SIP Solutions’ features include:

• Multiple Access Options

• Dynamic Compression

• Unlimited Local Calling

• Directory Listing

• Local Number Portability

• E911 Support

Additional Service Options
Enhance your services with these optional features:

• Long Distance Bundles

• Remote Locations (Two-Way)

• Market Expansion DIDs (Inbound)

• IP/MPLS VPN

• Call Redirection and Failover

• Caller ID Name and Number

• Traditional voice handoffs including PRI and Business Lines

SIP SOLUTIONS
YOUR INTEGRATED VOICE & DATA SERVICE

Save Costs and Preserve Quality
Your business success depends on quick, clear, dependable 
communications. You need an affordable, converged voice and data IP 
solution, which cuts communication costs without sacrificing 
voice quality.

To meet your IP communications needs, Electric Lightwave's SIP 
Solutions offers a highly scalable, next-generation, integrated voice 
and data service, establishing a foundation for your multimedia 
applications, now and in the future.

Our nationwide coverage supports your distributed offices and enables 
effortless expansion into new markets. You can trust Integra to be your 
technology partner. Electric Lightwave's SIP Solutions gives you 
quality, reliable service and the features you need to ensure better 
business communications in a fast-moving and competitive world. 

Meet Your Communication Challenges
Electric Lightwave's SIP Solutions will accommodate your most 
demanding bandwidth requirements—offering nationwide coverage 
to support your distributed offices, optimizing your network costs and 
efficiency and supporting the changing needs of your enterprise.

BUSINESS BENEFITS

+ Integrate your voice and data, eliminating 
the cost of separate networks

+ Guarantee voice service quality 
and prioritization

+ Dynamically maximize bandwidth for data 
when not used for voice

+ Interoperate with all leading manufacturers’ 
IP-PBX equipment

+ Save time by utilizing our SIP Portal to 
manage your calling features
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Electric Lightwave™ serves as a trusted network 
infrastructure partner to enterprises of all sizes, 
government agencies and carriers throughout the 
western United States. The company combines dense 
metro and intercity fiber assets, enterprise-grade 
network solutions, including Ethernet, Wavelengths 
and IP, with a highly responsive and easy to do 
business with approach. Electric Lightwave offers a 
premium service experience to match its premium 
network infrastructure solutions.
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